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Boston College Knocks Off
Duke

Ohtani, Stanton Make Splash MLB
Offseason

In a very intense college basketball game
yesterday afternoon, the Boston College
Eagles were able to knock oﬀ the
undefeated and number one ranked
Duke Blue Devils.

On Friday, two-way Japanese star Shohei Ohtani announced
that he would be signing with the Los Angeles Angels.
Ohtani, dubbed “The Babe Ruth of Japan,” was an excellent
pitcher in Japan and an exceptional hitter. Teams in the race
for Ohtani included the Mariners, Rangers, Cubs, Dodgers,
Giants, Padres, and of course the Angels. Ohtani has a career
ERA of 2.52 and a Win-Loss Percentage of .737, which would
actually be second best in MLB history. Not only can Ohtani
pitch fantastically, he can hit like a monster. His career
batting average is .286 and he has a total of 296 hits in his
Japanese League tenure. The best part is that Ohtani is only
23 years old, which means he will be in the Major Leagues for
a good amount of time. The Angels will now be big time
contenders since Ohtani and Mike Trout are teaming up to
create one of the best rising teams.

The game was relatively close for most
of the first half. It was at about the 3
minute mark where Boston College
started pulling ahead. Boston College
drained 3 three pointers and a layup,
bringing them to the half with a 7 point
lead. For the start of the second half,
Boston College kept a good distance
from the Blue Devils. But then Duke
started a comeback. Duke started
making lots of baskets, and after they
took a one point lead, Boston College
started heating up and hitting their
shots. The last 3 minutes of the game
was probably the best part of the game,
though. Duke made a pair of turnovers,
which resulted in a pair of threes for the
Eagles. Boston College started to pull
away again, but all Duke could do was
foul so they could stop the clock. In the
end, though, Boston College made their
free throws and Duke couldn’t capitalize
when they had the ball, leading to an
84-89 loss for them. Duke for sure will
not be ranked number one after this
game, and a top 5 seeding might not even
happen.

Yesterday, the Yankees made a huge deal that could make
them the best team in the whole entire MLB. The Miami
Marlins traded away superstar outfielder Giancarlo Stanton
to New York in return for 2nd baseman Starlin Castro and
prospects. On the Miami side, it was actually a smarter trade
than you think. The Marlins let go of Stanton’s mega
contract, freeing up payroll so that they can sign other
players. On the Yankees side, they are now a very dangerous
team. The Yankees are the first team to lead in home runs as
a team (241) and pick up the individual leader in home runs
(Stanton, 59) since the Yankees purchased Babe Ruth from
the Red Sox in 1919. Stanton also won NL MVP last year, as
well as leading the National League in RBIs. Stanton and
Judge will form an unstoppable duo that could potentially
lead the Yankees to the World Series.
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Violence in the NFL
In Monday Night Football’s
game between the Cincinnati
Bengals and the Pittsburgh
Steelers, a brutal injury occurred.
Ryan Shazier was going in for
the tackle on rookie wide
receiver Josh Malone when his
helmet hit Malone’s side. Shazier
immediately fell to the ground
face first, reaching for the
middle of his back. He lay there,
unable to move at all. Shazier
was later diagnosed with a
serious spinal injury, and it was
much worse than anybody
thought. After Shazier
underwent spinal stabilization
surgery, things haven’t looked
too good. Shazier has shown
gradual improvement, but
doctors say that he may not ever
be able to play football again. At
this point, Shazier has to focus
on being able to stand and walk
and be able to live a normal life
again. If he somehow does make
it back to the NFL, it would be
nothing short of a miracle.
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Did You Know?
In his 1930 and 1931 seasons, Babe Ruth earned
$80,000 per year, which is equivalent to about $1.1$1.2 million dollars in today’s money. That is
approximately the same amount of money that
Tigers relief pitcher Alex Wilson make per year.
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